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Zealmania discord usage view priority 2019 
 

 

Hey Clannies, 

Once again there are some changes that have been made to the Zealmania discord. Not quite a 

restructure, yet some channels have been changed or added. Only one channel has been 

removed this time.  

Deleted channels : #expression-of-interest 

This channel has been deleted in the event-host section because it’s purpose kind of went lost 

and people can just express their interest towards Zarosians.  

Further in this document you will find explanations of all our discord channels and their purpose. 

After that there’s a guide on how to set up your discord as simple as possible.  

For the channels that are left, please read the descriptions below to see what they can be used for and 

how best to utilize them. They have been broken up into their categories. 
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Discord category explanations 
 

 

 

#welcome  

This channel is read only and as it stands is used to give some basic introduction about our clan, the 

ranking system, the rank permissions and some basic discord commands. It will try and be kept as de-

cluttered as possible because this is the channel that all new joiners to the discord see. 

 

#major-announcements  

This channel is read only. It is vitally important, it is the most important channel and discord and the clan 

management team expects everyone to have a regular eye on this one. This channel will almost always 

have used the @Everyone tag and if you are the type of people who doesn’t like using discord or 

keeping track of other things, just keeping track of this channel is all we ask. It will be a channel where 

almost every single significant announcement will be posted and it will act as a historical archive of any 

clan changes and clan progression. It will be used by the clan management team at the beginning of 

every year to write a clan plan and reflect on the year gone. 

 

#promotions  
This channel is read only. It will outline any promotion that we do and anyone who gets a promotion will 

be recognized there. 

#rs-updates  
This channel is read only. This channel outlines all RuneScape related updated and it’s linked to a bot 

which publishes the updates as they come on the front page of the RuneScape website. 

 

#clan-achievements 
This channel is read only. This channel is used to announce all Zealmania members’ major achievements 

like bossing drops, pet drops and skill 99’s.  

 

 

#general  
This is the channel used for any general clan or Runescape discussion, try and keep it RuneScape related. 

 

 

#botting  
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This channel is to utlize any of the bots we have in the Zealmania discord, so if you want to track your XP 

gains, see your Alog, check what the Nemi forest configuration is, check the vis wax combination or 

portable locations then this is the channel you want to be in and utilize.  

#pvm  
This channel can be used for PVM related chat if you like, but it can also go in #general, we don’t really 

mind. 

#achievements  
If you want to highlight any achievement in the game then feel free to use this channel. 

 

 

#events  

This channel is read only. This channel is where all future and upcoming Zealmania event’s will be 

published and it will give you detailed information about the event, what to wear, the host and any 

other information required. 

 

#event – hosting - procedure 
This channel is read only. This channel outlines the procedure for event hosting and some information 

about the new event host role. 

#event-discussions 
This channel is managed by the Event Host role and it’s to have any general discussion about upcoming 

events or to give any additional information required about the event. Everyone can use the @Event 

Host tag in here to tag our event hosts so please do that if you need to ask anything or require further 

clarification. If you are an event host then this channel is yours to manage and we expect you guys to 

keep a close eye on it.  

 

 

#tips-n-tricks  
This channel is a read only channel where the discord Admins put up any guides or other information 

that our clan members want clan members to have. 

#guide-discussion-and-submission  
This channel is used for submitting any guides to the admins and to discuss any updates to guides or 

revision to any guides that are put inside #tips-n-tricks. 
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#clan-suggestions  
This channel is for all any and any clan suggestion, no matter how big or small, the clan management 

team often go through this channel and members can use @zarosians to tag the attention of the  

clan management team. 

 

 

#offtopic  

This is the channel used for anything and everything you like, we don’t really enforce anything for this 

channel, but please nothing NSFW.  

 

#pet-pictures  
This is a channel where players can post up all their pet pictures, if you are having a bad day or want to 

just say “Aww” then this will be your favorite channel.  

#tunes  
This channel is for all the music lovers, if you want to listen to playlists made by clannies and want to 

have some background music while you grind, then this is the channel for you.  

The following are additional channels which not everyone will be able to see but they are explained 

here to keep it consistent. 

 

#discussion  

This channel is just for Event Host and clan management team discussions. 

 

 

#admin  
This channel is for Zarosians to have discussions. 

#rank-ups  

This is where Zarosians talk about any rank up related things. 

#suggestions  

This is for Zarosian suggestions. 
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#admin-handbook 

This section contains the Zealmania Admin handbook – All newly added Admin+ are expected to 

 read and understand this handbook. After signing, the channel gets cleared for every new batch of  

admins.  

 

#seren 

This is the main channel of all Admin+ players. This channel is used to talk about issues, ideas or 

suggestions by any players who are admin+.  

 

#demerit-submission 

This channel gets used to hand out or demand demerit points for player who broke a rule.  

 

 

Setting up discord for simplicity 
 

If you want the most streamlined experience for discord and you hate clutter, please read the following 

section. It will contain some information on the channels we think you should pay close attention to and 

others you don’t really need to if you don’t want as those are opt-in.  

Everyone (The following channels should be viewed at high priority by everyone for 

the best discord experience) 

#Welcome 

#zealmania-major-announcements 

#rs-updates 

#general – only if tagged with @everyone   

#events – only if tagged with @everyone 

 

And any other channel that is tagged with @everyone – we promise it will be used 

sparingly 

 

Event Hosts (The following channels should be viewed at high priority by all event 

hosts, in addition to the ones stated above). 

#event-hosting-procedure 

#events  

#event-discussions  
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Admins (The following channels should be viewed at high priority by all admins in 

addition to the ones posted above, admins also should keep a general eye on all if 

possible). 

#promotions 

#guide-discussion-and-submission 

#clan-suggestions (Very important we do not want to miss a single suggestion) 

#expressions-of-interest 

#admin  

 

 

How to further streamline your discord and organize it 
 

 

Discord gives users a very easy way to organize things in the way that they like just so they won’t be 

overwhelmed by the number of text channels. Here in the Zealmania discord we have categories that you 

will be able to collapse and mute. Using both the collapse and mute functions either in conjunction of 

each other, hopefully you will be able to have a much more organized experience of discord. 

 

Collapsing a category 
If the discord side bar is looking too cluttered, first you will need to go through and mark all the messages 

as read, discord highlights each channel as white if it has unread messages. 

 

As you can see, inside cuddle corner, #pet-pictures and #tunes has unread messages for me and this is 

why they are showing as white. Once you click on the channel it will show you how many unread messages 

since you were last in there. 

 

If you click mark as read then the above white will turn to gray again, now once all the channels in a 

category is unread, you can right click the category and select one of two options, either mute or  
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collapse. If I was to collapse the category with everything read my discord would only show the title of 

the category. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As you can see in the image above my RuneScape is completely collapsed but my cuddle corner is not. 

Once a message occurs in the cuddle corner category in any of the channels that channel will pop out 

and you will be able to see there is a message as displayed in the image below. 
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With just a little bit of effort you can make the discord look a lot cleaner, my below two images shows a 

before and after shot of the discord. In the right image I have purposely left some unread channels  

as this is what it will look like if a message comes in a channel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now you will ask, what if I have no interest in even seeing when there is a message in a channel. Then 

this is what the mute function is there for. Simply go and mute the channel that you don’t want to pop 

out or the category and you won’t even see them popping out when there are messages in there. 

 

 

 

 

Hiding muted channels 
 

Discord also gives you the ability to completely hide any channels you have on mute, say if you never 

have any intension of using #botting then you can mute it as shown above and then hide it from the 

channel list by clicking the top right down arrow of the “Zealmania” server and selecting “Hide muted 

channels” as seen in the bottom left image below, once done as you can see in the bottom right image, 

it is completely gone from the server even when the category is expanded. 
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As a summary this is what the two functions of collapse and mute do. 
 

• If you mute the categories, you will still see if a channel has unread messages but won't receive 

notifications 

 

• If you collapse the category, it will only show channels that have unread messages within them 

and you will still get your notifications. 

 

 

• If you mute and collapse a category, you'll hide all channels under the category and not display 

unread messages. A channel will only be surfaced again if you are mentioned directly or if a role 

you are a part of is mentioned. 

Please keep in mind depending on your role in the discord or your rank, we expect you never to mute 

some channels. As stated on page 5/8 #welcome, #zealmania-major-announcements, #rs-updates, 

#general and #events should never be muted for clan members and the channels listed for Event Hosts 

and Admins  
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Final notes 
 

Hopefully by reading this document gives you all a better understanding of the new discord organization 

and hopefully helps you guys make it more streamlined. As always if you need further assistance or help, 

please do reach out to the clan admins and we would love to assist. Thanks for reading! 
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